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MONTE VERITÀ – Synopsis 

 

1906: a time of upheaval. Society is marked by fear and hope. The first dropouts – 

among whom is the young Hermann Hesse – search for their paradise and find it in 

southern Switzerland, at Monte Verità. The reformers shed not only their clothes but 

also the mental corset that threatens to strangle society. The young mother, Hanna 

Leitner, is also drawn to Ascona to escape her noble life. Torn between feelings of guilt 

toward the family she left behind and the fascination of a life of self-determination, 

Hanna discovers not only her passion for the art of photography but also finds – in the 

middle of the idyllic landscape – her own voice. 

 

MONTE VERITÀ tells the story of a brave woman, who, tortured by her inner conflict, 

finds her own way. This historical drama, based on true events, gives rise to the – 

unfortunately still very current – question of how much self-determination a woman is 

allowed to have in her life without being criticized by society.  
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MONTE VERITÀ – Director's Statement 

 

"Monte Verità" originated in the same way the people on the mountain of that name, 

and from which the film takes its title, would have acted when they founded their 

community around 1900: as a collective vision free from compulsions and in the belief 

of the power of creativity. 

 

I have tried to dig deeply into the internal and external forces of resistance a woman in 

that period must have experienced if she wanted to go her own way. In the knowledge 

that we can narrate always only from one's own perspective, I trusted in our team's 

collective intelligence to check my viewpoint. 

 

With 77% of our Heads of Department being female, we have maybe succeeded in 

emphasizing the positive change that is currently seizing the world: every gender and 

every sexual orientation deserves all due respect. I hope with "Monte Verità" to give 

wings to this spirit of openness and the longing for freedom, just as the founders of 

Monte Verità laid out back in their day — in the world's first hippie commune. 

 

Stefan Jäger 
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MONTE VERITÀ – Cast & Crew 

 

Cast 

Maresi Riegner 

Max Hubacher 

Julia Jentsch 

Hannah Herzsprung 

Joel Basman 

Philipp Hauss 

 

Production Company, Producer 

tellfilm, Katrin Renz 

 

In co-production with 

KGP Filmproduktion, Barbara Pichler & Gabriele Kranzelbinder 

Coin Film, Christine Kiauk & Herbert Schwering 

MMC Movies Köln, Jens Wolf, Basti Griese, Neshe Demir, Peter Kreutz 

RSI Radiotelevisione Svizzera / SRG SSR, Alessandro Marcionni 

blue, Patrick Gantner 

 

Crew 

Direction     Stefan Jäger 

Script     Kornelija Naraks  

Picture Design    Daniela Knapp  

Production Design   Katharina Wöppermann, Nina Mader  

Costume     Veronika Albert  

Make up & Hair Design   Helene Lang 

Casting     Lisa Oláh 

Editing     Noemi Preiswerk 

Music      Volker Bertelmann  

Sound Design & Mixing   Gina Keller  

Sound     Reto Stamm  

 

Distributor (CH/DE) 

DCM Film Distribution 

 

World Sales Company 

The Playmaker Munich 
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MONTE VERITÀ – Director's Comments 

 

From the first time I was on Monte Verità at the end of the '80s, the images in my head 

have remained and accompanied me over the years. Pictures of silence and 

concentration, but also of chaos and awakening. For a long time I was unsure if it was 

my blissful gaze of a hill near Ascona, entwined by myths and legends and where artists 

found inspiration, or if I myself had really found a source that could influence my artistic 

creation. When the author Kornelija Naraks approached me with the material I knew it 

was the latter. I saw that through her eye on this place something had happened that 

has always interested me in cinema: how to narrate themes in the past that relate to 

our present? 

 

The author succeeds in creating an arch to the present, which unfortunately still is the 

most up to date and scrutinizes the position of the woman in our today's society. 

Because how free is a woman who still knows that she is being paid worse for her work 

than a male counterpart? How much can she dedicate herself to her ambitions if she is 

still being made to feel that her duty lies in family – even by liberal people who 

emphasize openness and freedom as a life paradigm? 

 

There are several documentaries and factual books about Monte Verità which inspired 

our research. With historian Andreas Schwab ("Monte Verità - Sanatorium der 

Sehnsucht") we had, in addition, an advisor on our side who could give us valuable input. 

 

Compressing the story into a fictional one, we believe we can narrate something that 

resonates more strongly in the present than objective historical retrospection. To which 

comes, in retrospection there is the risk of incompleteness, especially with a place like 

Monte Verità which saw so many illustrious personalities coming and going, like the 

Literature Nobel Prize winner Hermann Hesse, anarchist Erich Mühsam or the artist 

Sophie Taeuber-Arp. 

 

To that extent it was central in developing the material to find a time span, in which 

personalities lived on the mountain or visited, that reflects our material and challenges 

our fictional protagonist, to focus on the core of the story: how can the protagonist's 

liberation succeed and at what cost? How does she manage to put art before family 

without viewers condemning her and understanding that it is her primary interest to 

give priority to discovering her identity because she has grown up in a society that gave 

her next to no chance of self-realization. 
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Unfortunately there's no denying: I'm a man, which is why I felt it important to work 

with as many women as possible. Because my vision of the story should do justice to 

those whose story it tells. And I could do that only in as much as I was ready to bring my 

vision to the artistic collective that realized this film together. In this vision I find myself 

in Hanna's position. Almost every individual comes to a point in their life in which they 

are called on to set an emphasis or maybe even make a decision: for the dream of 

freedom, and with that maybe also artistic realization, or for a life in security – which 

can mean wanting to start a family and having to feed it. It's possible to do both at once 

but for women, who are striking out for freedom, it's a great deal more complex and is 

even today an act that can cause uproar, the braver the female artist takes that step 

into self-autonomous creativity (and uncoupled from a family). 

 

I want to lead viewers emotionally to Hanna's character, accompany her to Monte 

Verità and let them dive into a world there that was founded by a couple of idealists 

with the aim of enabling every individual's recuperation (psychological and physical) to, 

in the end, being able to realize themselves.  In doing so I want to reach all genders and 

identities, because our questions are universal, immediate and current. 
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Production Concept 

The emotions comprising this story were in the foreground of the production: instead 

of solemn tonality we wanted to look for a fine and immediate mood – to let the viewer 

forget the historical context. To do that we used a process of rehearsal to prepare for 

the shoot. We tried out the rhythm, reduced dialog to a minimum to read faces and we 

went on this journey through time in the knowledge of the present. 

 

In many scenes we worked with two cameras to give the actors space and to not wear 

themselves out in many repeated takes. That way it was important for us to research 

the rhythms of the central scenes, to then in the realization being able to work with 

longer takes in which the tension should be steered to the interplay between the actors. 

That made it possible to approach the shooting days in a concentrated manner – in the 

knowledge of the rhythmic arcs in the individual scenes and with a clear visual concept. 

My years of experience with the widest range of directing formats for film and theater, 

my cooperation with numerous actors, my experience with movies and also 

documentaries taught me to be humble and let that moment happen, in which cinema 

becomes real. 

 

Visual Concept 

For a very long time I've wanted to work with the Austrian camera operator Daniela 

Knapp (POLL, KATHARINA LUTHER, UND MORGEN DIE GANZE WELT, DIE FETTEN JAHRE 

SIND VORBEI etc.), with whom I graduated at the end of the '90s from the Filmakademie 

Baden-Württemberg. That the time had finally come has much to do with the content 

of the story we wanted to tell and our artistic approach. Together we went on several 

location scouting trips and worked out a visual concept. We screened many historical 

films, series too, set in that era, to determine a look that would be appropriate to our 

story and narrative perspective. 

 

Doing so made us realize that in historical films the setting is often over emphasized and 

the actors barely get any space to unfold their performance. We wanted to do justice 

to this aspect in MONTE VERITÀ because we imagined a film that put the characters in 

the center. We wanted to narrate their stories strongly via their faces but also through 

their posture and physicality. The characters should act directly and transparently. Their 

acting should determine the camera movements, we wanted their openness to be 

painful but also moving. 

 

Our story starts in Vienna. The increasing industrialization at the start of the 19th 

century sees nature being pushed back massively. We wanted to take account of this, 

in that we give nature space only with Hanna's arrival at Monte Verità. We wanted to 
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capture nature, whether it be through the wind, through changes in daylight or the 

composition of the shots. That, too, should be given firm validity in our visual concept, 

because Monte Verità was a "Paradise on Earth" for the founders and untouched nature 

fascinated them. 

 

In deriving the photographs we wanted to focus on Hanna's gaze ever longer, ever 

more: we wanted to make perceptible the way she selects the details of the photograph, 

how she designs the long exposure and "seizes" the moments. Knut Schmitz, who was 

Second Unit DoP, was in charge of Hanna Leitner's photographs. 

 

Here we worked with slight changes of tempo in the speed rate, with blurring 

movements that were made visible and with a limitation of the picture format that is, 

however, used only in these moments. We found the inspiration for that in pictures by 

female photographers of the early 20th century, like, for example, Berenice Abbott, 

Claude Cahun and Imogen Cunningham. 

 

At the beginning and up to Hanna's "proper" arrival at Monte Verità we refrained from 

using broad wide shots in the external footage in Ascona so as to put the focus on 

Hanna's experience and her particular gaze. Her perception determines the way the 

story runs, her gaze on the men but also the women whom she encounters, will become 

increasingly more open. The way she gets to know these people, the more and more 

she perceives them in their entirety. 
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Over three years I made several visits to Ticino to scout the location. We had also already 

worked out the resolution, in close cooperation with the various departments and the 

second unit. Thanks to the help of the Ticino Film Commission we found locations that 

were perfect for narrating the original mountain. That brought us to a meadow in the 

Maggia Valley that radiated a purity that the founders must have felt when they first 

discovered the slopes and hills above Ascona. 

 

With costume designer Veronika Albert (DIE LEBENDEN, WESTERN, LICHT etc.) we 

discussed an approach that incorporates historical costumes as well as those from the 

hippie time. There are astonishingly many parallels and we did not want to go for 100% 

historical precision in the production and costume design, but looked to realize the 

sensory tonality that typified the place. We went about the make up the same way. Our 

multi-award winning make up designer Helene Lang (DAS FINSTERE TAL, NARZISS UND 

GOLDMUND, HINTERLAND etc.) is well experienced in historical films and showed me 

many photographs from that period, as well as of female singers of the 1968 generation, 

to create a look that shows modern tones. With regard to the props we were able to 

work with Katharina Wöppermann (FINSTERWORLD, LITTLE JOE, LICHT etc.) and Nina 

Mader (DYNASTIE KNIE etc.). Important for us in every phase was the collaboration and 

mutual trust to be able to continually discuss images and materials that were important 

for all departments. 

 

Acoustic Concept & Music 

Nature was a decisive element in the acoustic concept as well. The sounds of nature, 

Hanna's perceptions, her arriving from the city in this still untouched natural landscape, 

are intended to compress the story and emphasize her sensations. Not on a placative level 

but rather one which runs in the subconscious and works with sounds that reoccur, like 

e.g. the sound of water, the wind or footsteps on the various surfaces over which she walks 

as soon as she enters the forest that surrounded Monte Verità. 

 

In addition, we wanted to focus acoustically on what Hanna observes. In concrete terms it 

means that – where her eye concentrates on a detail – we wanted to "dim" the sound on 

this level so that the ambient noises move to the background. Not that it was allowed to 

become too obvious, but it helped us to dive into her head during her work as a 

photographer to make perceptible how she frames her images and what gives rise to her 

focus. 

 

For the music we were able to work with Volker Bertelmann, also known as Hauschka, 

(LION, HOTEL MUMBAI, PATRICK MELROSE etc.), who was involved in the editing process 

at an early stage and in close exchange with the sound designer and mixing expert Gina 
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Keller (BLUE MY MIND, SCHWESTERLEIN etc.), because the music and natural sounds often 

go hand in hand. Our editor, Noemi Preiswerk (BLUE MY MIND, THE SERVANT, SOUL OF A 

BEAST etc.) was already involved in the script development process. 
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MONTE VERITÀ – Interview: five questions to Maresi Riegner, leading actress (Hanna 

Leitner) 

 

How did you prepare for the role and did Corona make it difficult? 

The first casting, the first coming into contact with the character of Hanna Leitner, was 

six months before filming started. From then on I was intensely involved with Monte 

Verità and its history. I researched the period around 1906, read texts written by women 

from this epoch and became ever more immersed in it. Acting coach Teresa Harder 

supported me, sometimes also with Hanna Herzsprung, who plays Lotte Hattemers, 

which helped me get in contact with one of the "real" Monte Verità characters. 

 

In the meantime there were also continual castings for supporting roles. Stefan Jäger 

and I became a well practised team through this constant contact. 

 

And then we had a week's rehearsals on Monte Verità. That was very helpful. We went 

hiking, soaked up the atmosphere, read each other texts from the period out loud. That 

way we got to know one another better and built trust. 

 

And then of course there were all the practical things: learning how to write in the style 

of the time, getting to grips with the old cameras and learning how they worked. I met 

a photographer who has a large collection of historical cameras, which – once you've 

got the hang of it – are actually realtively easy to work. 

 

On the one hand Corona made preparations simpler because I had more time and was 

at home a lot, especially in the first lockdown. On the other there was this constant 

uncertainty in the room, whether we can even film in the first place or it would have to 

be postponed, which would have been difficult given my engagement with the 

Burgtheater. There were castings via Zoom, which felt weird at first, but then worked 

well after all. The fear that the project could fail due to Corona was depressing. 

 

Did yourself being a mother help you understand Hanna Leitner's dilemma or did it, 

rather, make it difficult? 

During the casting for "Monte Verità" my own child was very small and I was still 

breastfeeding. That helped me personally to understand the bonding that you go 

through with a child of your own. 

 

I don't want in the least to judge whether it's good or bad to breastfeed a child. For me 

it simply made the character of Hanna Leitner accessible knowing that she, as an 

aristocrat during that period, was not allowed to breastfeed her own children. 
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Contact with one's own children in those days was fundamentally less personal than is 

the case today. Children addressed their mother formally. One had an educational 

function, motherly love was in the background. Physical contact and the feeling of 

security – all of that was not the least bit envisaged in the social class in which Hanna 

Leitner lived. 

 

Through my own motherhood I was able to understand what the love for a child means 

and how endlessly painful it must be to not see a child for a long time or even to lose it. 

 

How did you experience Monte Verità? 

From the beginning, for me it was a place that radiates something very powerful. There 

is a strong energy but also peace and great magic. Seeing and experiencing the traces 

of that time with such immediacy moved me. 

 

The wild nature also reminded me of my own childhood. I grew up alongside the 

Danube, with its meadows. For me that was always a powerful place: the wild trees, the 

water, the wind... Alongside all of that, on Monte Verità I also felt everything that must 

have happened there in the last century and how much creative energy is still stored 

there today. 

 

What sticks most in your memory of the filming? 

We did a lot of open air shooting. This fantastic backdrop and nature, which was so 

present in the first part of the filming, feeling the wind when shooting, the great deal of 

freedom we had in front of the camera, which followed our movements... I still 

remember it today. 

 

The last day of filming in Cannobio, the last day of filming outside, was also special. We 

were shooting on a historical ferry. We had just thirty minutes till sundown and had to 

film an important scene against the clock. I was still in make up and when I arrived at 

the harbor the director ran towards me, shouting: "You gotta get on the ship! Here are 

your props! All the extras are ready! The camera's rolling!" I ran onto the ship without 

a single rehearsal – I enjoyed it so much, I didn't have a second to think about what I 

was doing. I just had to do it, but couldn't get anything wrong either. Filming under 

stress like that, when everything flows together and everyone does their job and you 

have this enormous machine there, this ship – that unleashed an incredible energy – 

that was a magical momentl... And as the sun set I saw my family at the harbor, who'd 

just come to visit and were waving to me after the take. 
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What do you think the story has to do with our present? 

Everything! "Monte Verità", to my eyes, tells a highly modern story. For many women, 

who have a dream, it's exactly the same today as it was then. They are still being reduced 

to their role as mothers. And if women want to live as artists, they have a much stonier 

way ahead of them than men do. 

 

On the other hand the way of life on Monte Verità is highly modern: vegan food, equality 

between woman and man, the form of freedom, free love and whatever kind of love as 

one lives it – not judging it but having the freedom to decide for oneself... All of that 

could not be more modern. 
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MONTE VERITÀ – Interview: five questions to Max Hubacher, leading actor (Otto Gross) 

 

How do you prepare yourself to play a historically known figure like Otto Gross who 

was, among other things, a student of Sigmund Freud? 

The special thing about this project was that I was cast very early on. That was an 

advantage because I was able to follow the script's development as well and with 

every version get more of a grip on the character. Here, I seek to imagine a certain 

physicality and try it out. I ask myself how much eye contact the character has, how he 

acts and reacts, how secure or insecure he comes over... 

 

Otto Gross left a large amount of documents behind, fortunately, and a lot has been 

written about him. I was able to use all of that for extensive research. What was also 

great was the conversation with the Otto Gross expert Emanuel Hurwitz. He is a 

psychiatrist himself and an absolute eminent authority in this field, on top of which he 

has written a book about Gross. Being able to ask him questions was enormously 

helpful because he sounded out all the ambivalences that make up my character. 

 

The important thing with all this intensive research is, however, that one does not get 

tempted to play a character 1:1 according to theoretical realization, but that you let 

something new emerge. 

 

The rehearsals on Monte Verità were also important. We were really lucky that there 

even were rehearsals, especially during Corona. So us actors and actresses were a long 

time together with director Stefan Jäger at the place where everything began and 

searched there for internal and external truths. 

 

What was particularly important for my character was the Viennese dialect that I had 

to make my own. I was supported by the fantastic dialect coach Susi Stach, with whom 

I worked through all the dialog twice a week for several months. That was an 

extremely important part of the preparation. 

 

How do you allow for the contradictions and ambivalences inherent in such a 

biography? 

The biggest challenge in a job of this kind is creating a combination from our own 

experiences and past and combining it with the research material. It should also not 

become too private when you do it, because then one would not be doing justice to 

the historical character. 
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The important thing is that one starts to like the character and feel empathy for the 

person in all their contrariness, which every one of us carries within ourselves.  

 

Maybe it's not so pronounced as with Dr. Gross, but still in such a way that one can 

connect with it. Combining these two approaches let me allow for the ambivalence in 

his character. 

 

What do you think Otto Gross was looking for at Monte Verità? 

I think he was looking for a great many things. He's sure to have gone up there to find 

answers to the relationship with his father, to the relationship with himself. He was 

certainly trying to further develop his therapies. Maybe also a search for self-

optimization. One can of course argue whether he succeeded... 

 

With him there was also always a great longing for freedom and breaking out of the 

bourgeoisie, away from the norms. He was also looking for something new, something 

unknown – for a while he maybe found it in his drug dependency. In the end he was 

also at Monte Verità to escape his addiction. 

 

What, from today's viewpoint, fascinates you about a character like Otto Gross? 

That it's a very modern idea, conducting therapies in this way. I'm not speaking about 

Gross being intimate with his female patients, but to say that therapy does not have to 

be conducted lying down, that it's also possible to conduct therapy outside or look one 

another in the eyes, sitting upright and encountering each other as equals... I find that 

an incredibly modern idea and, fortunately, the way many therapies are conducted 

today. 

 

How did you experience Monte Verità today? 

Because I was a long time in Berlin beforehand, also during the Covid situation and 

that I could not get out during the lockdown in Germany, Monte Verità was for me a 

reunification with nature. What I have previously always taken for granted, as a child – 

growing up in Switzerland and outdoors so much – I suddenly found fascinatingly new 

again. Also through the great deal of external filming... I rented a scooter and during 

breaks in shooting was riding a lot through Ticino and had from that the feeling of 

freedom and independence. Working from a feeling of lightness – that's the most 

beautiful thing that can happen to you and made shooting this film something very 

special. 
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MONTE VERITÀ – Interview: five questions to Stefan Jäger, director 

 

Why do you think the material is still relevant today? 

What the founders searched for on Monte Verità was the confrontation with themes 

that still burning hot today: 

- How can we live in harmony with nature? 

- How can one engage in a group for the common good but also enable the 

individual to develop freely? 

- How does the soul become healthy? 

- What influence does nutrition have on our wellbeing ? 

- How does one deal with the spread of change that rocks the human spirit? 

- How can a society learn from the utopias of the few and does it take utopias like 

this to in a bigger change? Today more than ever? 

 

How do you see the historical characters, who are depicted in the film, from today's 

viewpoint? 

Ida Hofmann, one of the founders, fought for women's rights and vehemently for 

individual self-development. Back then she ran into any amount of opposition, even 

within the founding group there were conflicts due to her radical opinions and 

demands. 

The doctor Otto Gross was a proponent of assisted suicide but also a controversial 

psychoanalyst, whose empathy for his female patients was already a cause for scandal 

in his day. Viewed from today he is a figure who would be extremely polarizing in his 

ambivalence. 

Lotte Hattemer, the daughter of the mayor of Berlin and likewise a founder of Monte 

Verità, searched via her radical rejection of civilization for a way back to nature, with 

which she wanted to be at one. With that she also stands for many people who are 

longing for something in our present day, something that frees them from society's 

compulsions. 

Isadora Duncan was one of the first modern dancers. As an artist she looked for a path 

that nobody had ever trod before her. 

Hermann Hesse found his inner truth at Monte Verità, which hallmarked his life's 

creative work and with which he still moves us today. 

 

The vegan food on Monte Verità, the openness to every viewpoint, the attempt to live 

in harmony with nature and the influences on many other artists' colonies all across 

Europe turned the sanatorium into a lighthouse whose light is still palpable to this day. 
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Did the way you view your own personal life change through working on the film and if 

so, what did you draw from it? 

In preparing for the film I became aware that "Monte Verità" calls for more than just my 

singular director's perspective. So I thought about how, back in 1900 when the 

"Mountain" was founded, cooperation could have worked. In trying to stay open, 

listening to all concerned and trusting in their instinctive but also hands on know-how, 

we created a joint vision that hopefully comes close to the place and shows something 

that we experienced together. I'd also like to take this kind of cooperation with me into 

my future creative endeavors. 

 

Added to which, the many location scoutings I went on in Ticino taught me to really 

experience nature and, at a very early stage, together with scriptwriter Kornelija Naraks, 

to write locations into the story that today are still the same as then: untouched, wild 

and timeless. 

 

What kind of feeling do you want the film's viewers to take with them when they leave 

the cinema? 

I want them to be moved by this story of a strong woman. But also that they let 

themselves be whisked away into a fascinating phase of Swiss history, shortly after the 

founding of the sanatorium at Monte Verità, in which a small village close by Locarno 

created a worldwide furore that still echoes today. 

 

What was your greatest personal challenge as director of this film? 

To believe that it is possible to make cinema on a grand scale in small scale Switzerland 

as well. And with the special circumstances during Corona, to find the right approach 

without losing sight of our vision. 
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MONTE VERITÀ – Stefan Jäger (Director) 

 

Stefan Jäger is a director, scriptwriter and lecturer. He studied directing and script at 

the Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg, is owner of tellfilm GmbH Zürich and heads the 

Script Department at the Zurich University of the Arts. He is a member of the European 

and Swiss film academies. 

 

Selected works as director and scriptwriter: 

 

2021: MONTE VERITÀ. feature film 

2021: MARKUS IMHOOF. REBELLISCHER POET. documentary  

2019: URSUS & NADESCHKIN – AUFHÖREN WÄRE EINFACH. documentary  

2016: MATHIAS GNÄDINGER – DIE LIEBE SEINES LEBEN. cinema documentary 

2016: DER GROSSE SOMMER. feature film 

2015: SCHELLEN-URSLI (Drehbuch). feature film 

2014: 11:23 – 09.59 PROJEKT ANGST. feature film 

2012: HORIZON BEAUTIFUL. feature film 

2008: HUNKELER UND DER FALL LIVIUS. feature film TV 

2007: HELLO GOODBYE. feature film 

2005: BOXING JESUS. feature film 

2001: IM NAMEN DER GERECHTIGKEIT. feature film TV 

2000: BIRTHDAY. feature film 

1998: MISGUIDED ANGEL. feature film  
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MONTE VERITÀ – Maresi Riegner (Hanna Leitner) 

 

2021: MONTE VERITÀ. feature film. Director: Stefan Jäger 

2020: SCHACHNOVELLE. feature film. Director: Philipp Stölz 

2019: IRGENDWANN IST AUCH MAL GUT. TV. Director: Christian Werner 

2016: LICHT. feature film. Director: Barbara Albert 

2016: EGON SCHIELE: TOD UND MÄDCHEN. feature film. Director: Dieter Berner 

2016: BIER & CALIPPO. short film. Director: Paul Ploberger 

2014: UNS GEHT ES GUT. feature film. Director: Dieter Berner 

2013: BAD FUCKING. feature film. Director: Henry Steinmetz 

2012: ENDLICH WELTUNTERGANG. short film. Director: Leni Gruber 
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MONTE VERITÀ – Max Hubacher (Otto Gross) 

 

Filmography (selection): 

 

2021: MONTE VERITÀ. feature film. Director: Stefan Jäger 

2021: ICH BIN SOPHIE SCHOLL. web series. Director: Tom Lass 

2020: Z.E.R.V. TV series. Director: Dustin Loose 

2019: GOTT, DU KANNST EIN ARSCH SEIN. feature film. Director: André Erkau 

2019: FRIEDEN. TV series. Director: Mike Schärer 

2019: SCHLAF. feature film. Director: Michael Venus 

2018: BAUHAUS. TV series. Director: Lars Kraume 

2017: DER HAUPTMANN. feature film. Director: Robert Schwentke. Bavarian Film Award 

– Best Young Actor 

2017: MARIO. feature film. Director: Marcel Gisler 

2016: LÄUFER. feature film. Director: Hannes Baumgartner 

2015: GROSSSTADTREVIER. TV series. Director: Nina Wolfrum 

2014: NICHTS PASSSIERT. feature film. Director: Micha Lewinsky 

2013: NACHTZUG NACH LISSABON. feature film. Director: Bille August 

2010: DER VERDINGBUT. feature film. Director: Markus Imboden. Swiss Film Award – 

Best Actor in a Leading Role 

2009: STATIONSPIRATEN. feature film. Director: Michael Schaerer 
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MONTE VERITÀ – Julia Jentsch (Ida Hofman) 

 

Filmography (selection): 

 

2021: MONTE VERITÀ. feature film. Director: Stefan Jäger 

2020: LINDENBERG – MACH DEIN DING. feature film. Director: Hermine Huntgeburth 

2019: WAREN EINMAL REVOLUZZER. feature film. Director: Johanna Moder 

2017: FRAUMUTTERTIER. feature film. Director: Felicitas Darschin 

2015: DIE HABENICHTSE. feature film. Director: Florian Hoffmeister 

2013: DA MUSS MAN DURCH. feature film. Director: Marc Rothemund 

2011: HANNAH ARENDT. feature film. Director: Margarethe von Trotta 

2009: HIER KOMMT LOLA. feature film. Director: Franziska Buch 

2009: TANNÖD. feature film. Director: Franziska Buch 

2009: EFFI BRIEST. feature film. Director: Hermine Huntgeburth 

2005: SOPHIE SCHOLL – DIE LETZTEN TAGE. feature film. Director: Marc Rothemund 

2004: DER UNTERGANG. feature film. Director: Oliver Hirschbiegel 
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MONTE VERITÀ – Hannah Herzsprung (Lotte Hattemer) 

 

Filmography (selection): 

 

2021: MONTE VERITÀ. feature film. Director: Stefan Jäger 

2021: MEIN SOHN. feature film. Director: Lena Stahl 

2020: WOLKE UNTERM DACH. feature film. Director: Alain Gsponer 

2019: BABYLON BERLIN. TV series. Director: H. Handloegten and Tom Tykwer  

2919: SWEETHEARTS. feature film. Director: Karoline Herfurth 

2017: VERRÄTER. feature film. Director: Franziska Meletzky  

2017: BABYLON BERLIN. TV series. Director: Achim von Borries, Hendrik Handloegten, 

Tom Tykwer  

2018: STEIG.NICHT.AUS. feature film. Director: Christian Alvart 

2018: MACKIE MESSER. feature film. Director: Joachim A. Lang 
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MONTE VERITÀ – Joel Basman (Hermann Hesse) 

 

Filmography (selection): 

 

2021: MONTE VERITÀ. feature film. Director: Stefan Jäger 

2021: TIDES. feature film. Director: Tim Fehlbau 

2020: ADVENTURES OF A MATHEMATICIAN. feature film. Director: Thorsten Klein 

2019: DER BÜEZER. feature film. Director: Hans Kaufmann 

2019: SCHACHNOVELLE. feature film. Director: Philipp Stölzl 

2019: BIS WIR TOT SIND ODER FREI. feature film Director. Regie: Oliver Rihs 

2019: WOLKENBRUCH. feature film. Director: Michael Steiner 

2017: KURSK. feature film. Director: Thomas Vinterberg 

2017: PAPILLON. feature film. Director: Michael Noer 

2016: EIN VERBORGENES LEBEN. feature film. Director: Terence Malick 

2015: HOMELAND. TV series. Director: Lesli Linka Glatter  

2016: PAULA. feature film. Director: Christian Schwochow  

2015: LAND OF MINE. feature film. Director: Martin P. Zandvliet  

2015: AMNESIA. feature film. Director: Barbet Schröder  

2014: WIR SIND JUNG. WIR SIND STARK. feature film. Director: Burhan Qurbani  

2014: THE MONUMENTS MEN. feature film. Director: George Clooney 

 
 

 

 

 

 

MONTE VERITÀ – Technical Information 

 

DCP:     2K 

speed:    24fps 

original language:   German 

Length:    116 min. 

Image:    Color 

Screen ratio:    1:2.35 Cinemascope 

sound:    7.1 
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CONTACT 

 

 

 

WORLD SALES COMPANY 

THE PLAYMAKER MUNICH  

Türkenstr. 89 I 80799 Munich 

Tel: +49 (0)89 3809 1288 

worldsales@playmaker.de  

 

 

DISTRIBUTOR 

DCM Film Distribution (Switzerland) GmbH 

Kreuzstr. 2 I 8008 Zürich 

Tel: +41 44 287 30 30 

gruezi@dcmteam.com 

 

 

INTERNATIONAL PRESS 

Noise Film PR 

Mirjam Wiekenkamp 

Schlesische Str. 20 

10997 Berlin 

Phone +49 (0)30 41723030 

info@noisefilmpr.com 

 

 

SWISS PRESS 

Vogel Perspektiven PR 

Andrea Vogel 

Tel: +41 79 356 86 80 

andrea.vogel@vogelperspektiven.ch 
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